
MOTUS O DANCE THEATRE 
CARMINA BURANA 

 
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THEATRE SHOWS 

 
CREW:   1 audio operator, l lighting operator, 1 asm or backstage hand 
 
STAGE: A clean level stage with suitable surface for dance. 
  Minimum dimensions:  20' x 30' with a minimum of 5' wings and a 
   ceiling minimum of 15'. 
 
AUDIO:  1 CD Player 
  House speakers and mixer (as appropriate) 
  2 monitors 
  Clearcom system (minimum 3 stations) 
 
MASKING: Legs and borders adequate to mask wings 
 
LIGHTING: Minimum Requirements: 
  1 warm (R02) front of house wash 
  4 colour cyc (R94, R26, R23, R74) 
  1 red (R27) back wash 
  1 blue (R74) back wash 
  2 specials (o/w) 1 FOH DSL and 1 back or down spot CCS 

Full stage break up gobo wash (o/w) 
Blue running lights for backstage costume changes  
 
Preferred Requirements: 
Same as above PLUS… 
1 cool (R51or R63) front of house wash 
5 specials (based on theatre space and lighting hang) 
Warm boom wash (R16) 
Cool boom wash (R62) 
Tips; amber (R16), blue (R69), gobo break up (o/w) 
4 36deg or more Lekos (2 USR and USL)  

*Source 4 or Strand SL preferred, must be able to hold Universal gobo holder. 
*Motus O provides glass gobos and holders 

 
VIDEO:  Motus O travels with all video equipment. (projector, camera, mixer) 
  The projector will broadcast on the cyc  

*If the theatre already has a projector rigged, the use of it may be easier 
The distance from stage to FOH and/or booth will be needed to determine our cable 
lengths. 

 
DRESSING ROOMS:   One large enough for 7 people or 2 dressing rooms – one 
    for 2 men; one for 5 women.  Rooms should have mirrors,  
                                     chairs, tables and lights. 
 
 
SCHEDULE:  TECHNICAL SET-UP 
   8 hours (with house crew) prior to show if lights and soft 

goods are all pre-hung and sound equipment installed. 
 
STRIKE 
2 hours with house crew 


